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35965

2009 Chante Cigale Chateauneuf du Pape Tradition

REG. PRICE SALE PRICE
$29.99

DISCOUNT %

N/A

N/A

"A sexy, seductive, up-front effort revealing loads of berry fruit along with hints of Provencal herbs, licorice and smoked meats. Evolved, ripe,
round, full-bodied and loaded, it can be drunk now or cellared for a decade." 90-92 pts, reviewed by Robert Parker. - Reviewed by: The Wine
Advocate - 91pts

51980

2010 Chante Cigale Chateauneuf du Pape Tradition

$29.99

N/A

N/A

"The 2010 Chateauneuf du Pape is a traditional blend of 65% Grenache, 20% Syrah and the rest Mourvedre and Cinsault from 50-year-old
vines aged in a combination of concrete tanks, old wood foudres and small old barrels. It displays notes of charcuterie, roasted meats,
garrigue, kirsch and black currants along with a full-bodied, seriously endowed, super-concentrated mouthfeel that builds like a skyscraper in
the mouth. This cuvee possesses remarkable density and richness as well as the potential to last 20 years." -Robert Parker - Reviewed by:
The Wine Advocate - 94pts

51982

2011 Chante Cigale Chateauneuf du Pape Blanc

$29.99

$23.99*

20%

"Ripe but nicely focused, this white displays tangerine and nectarine notes along the edges, lending a racy hint to the peach and yellow apple
fruit flavors. There's good cut on the finish." - Reviewed by: Wine Spectator - 91pts

49843

2010 Raymond Usseglio Chateauneuf du Pape Cuvee Girard

$39.99

$36.99*

8%

"The American importer produces a slightly different blend called Chateauneuf du Pape Cuvee Girard, and the 2009 and 2010 are essentially
identical in quality. The 2010 Chateauneuf du Pape Girard reveals slightly more meatiness and garrigue notes than the 2009, but the two
wines are similar in every other aspect. Full-bodied, rich and pure, it, like the 2009, will evolve over the next 10-15 years." -Robert Parker Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 90 to 92pts

45231

2010 Cuvee du Vatican Chateauneuf du Pape

$37.99

N/A

N/A

"Very fleshy and succulent, with dark fig and linzer torte flavors that show anise and blackberry hints. Ample toasted spice and singed alder
notes fill in on the finish, and this has a lovely silky feel despite its weight." - Reviewed by: Wine Spectator - 92pts

33669

2009 Domaine Grand Veneur Chateauneuf du Pape Cuvee les Origines

$55.99

N/A

N/A

"The 2009 Chateauneuf du Pape Les Origines (1,500 cases produced) is a blend of 50% Grenache, a whopping 30% Mourvedre and 20%
Syrah with the latter two components spending time in new oak barrels. All of the fruit comes from vines that are nearly 70 years of age. A
great wine with an opaque ruby/purple color, sensational fruit intensity and notes of graphite, lavender, licorice, lead pencil shavings and
subtle smoke, it is full-bodied, rich and powerful with low acidity and sweet, velvety tannins. It should drink well for 15+ years" - Robert Parker
- Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 95pts

42032

2009 Domaine de Senechaux Chateauneuf du Pape

$39.99

N/A

N/A

"There is not a hard edge to be found in this silky Chateauneuf. ...The sexy, full-bodied, dense garnet-colored 2009 Chateauneuf du Pape
reveals abundant aromas of kirsch, plums, figs and black fruits, a lavish texture, an opulent mouthfeel and a long finish." - Reviewed by: The
Wine Advocate - 93pts

51186

2010 Bastide Saint Dominique Chateauneuf du Pape Rouge

$35.99

N/A

N/A

"The reasonably priced 2010 Chateauneuf du Pape is a slightly downsized version of the Secrets de Pignan. There is more Syrah in the
blend and perhaps that is the reason for its spectrum of darker fruits than the Pignan. There is a lot to like here with copious floral notes
intermixed with black currant and black cherry fruit as well as hints of sandy soils and balsam wood. Full, rich and very natural tasting, this
beauty can be drunk now and over the next decade." - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 92pts

52994

2010 Font de Michelle Chateauneuf du Pape

$35.99

N/A

N/A

"Dark purple. Ripe cherry and dark berry aromas are complemented and lifted by peppery spice and floral notes. Black and blue fruits on the
palate, which shows a supple, seamless texture and very good energy. Finishes sweet and long, with resonating spiciness and harmonious
tannins." - Reviewed by: International Wine Cellar - 91pts

53235

2010 Domaine Grand Veneur Chateauneuf du Pape

$39.99

N/A

"The 2010 Chateauneuf du Pape (70% Grenache, 20% Syrah and 10% Mourvedre) is an opaque purple-colored beauty revealing lots of
creme de cassis, black raspberry, licorice and camphor notes. Sexy and full-throttle as well as supple and more evolved than many 2010
Chateauneufs, it can be enjoyed now and over the next 10-12 years." -Robert Parker - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 93pts

Some prices are only valid with Binny's Card * Selection varies by location * Shop early for best selection * Quantities are limited to stock on hand * No rain checks * All bottles 750mL unless otherwise stated
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49842

2010 Domaine Charvin Chateauneuf du Pape

REG. PRICE

SALE PRICE

DISCOUNT %

$69.99

N/A

N/A

"More backward and concentrated, the 2010 Chateauneuf du Pape exhibits a dark ruby/purple color as well as dense, black raspberry, black
currant, garrigue, licorice and lavender characteristics. Full-bodied with undeniable elegance, minerality and precision, it needs 2-3 years of
cellaring and should keep well for 15-20." -Robert Parker - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 95pts

51456

2010 Perrin & Fils Chateauneuf du Pape Les Sinards

$39.99

N/A

N/A

"Lush and inviting, with smoldering black tea weaving through the fleshy layers of melted fig, hoisin sauce, plum preserves and blackberry
pudding. The dark ganache-coated finish has serious grip." - Reviewed by: Wine Spectator - 93pts

45228

2010 Domaine de la Cote de L'Ange Chateauneuf du Pape

$36.99

N/A

N/A

"The wine has a dense ruby/purple color and a classic nose of blueberries, blackberries, licorice, new saddle leather, roasted meats as well
as pepper and spice. It is full-bodied, moderately tannic and impressive. Let it age for another 2-3 years and drink it over the following 15 or
more." -Robert Parker - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 93pts

46952

2010 Domaine de la Charbonniere Chateauneuf du Pape

$39.99

N/A

N/A

"The 2010 Chateauneuf du Pape is both a strong effort and a terrific value. Its dark ruby/purple color is followed by lots of loamy soil,
underbrush, forest floor, kirsch, licorice and roasted meat characteristics. Full-bodied and layered, the wine builds incrementally in the mouth
exhibiting considerable purity, length and texture. It should drink nicely for 10-15 years." -Robert Parker - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate 91pts

48887

2010 Clos du Mont Olivet Chateauneuf du Pape

$33.99

N/A

N/A

"Black raspberry and cherry compote on the pungent, intensely perfumed nose. Sappy, palate-staining red and dark berry flavors are
impressively deep and braced by tangy acidity. Becomes weightier with aeration, which also brings out a licorice quality. Rich but suave and
energetic, with excellent finishing clarity and length." - Reviewed by: International Wine Cellar - 93pts

48561

2010 Domaine Grand Veneur Chateauneuf du Pape Cuvee les Origines

$59.99

N/A

N/A

"Another blockbuster is the 2010 Chateauneuf du Pape Les Origines...exhibits an opaque purple color as well as a sweet bouquet of
blackberries, espresso roast, ink and graphite. While clearly a modern-styled Chateauneuf du Pape, it retains plenty of the region's typicity
and authenticity. It should drink well for 15+ years." -Robert Parker - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 95pts

39429

2009 La Ferme du Mont Chateuneuf du Pape Cotes Capelan

$59.99

N/A

N/A

"Revealing a cool climate feel, it offers notes of cool red and black cherries, spring flowers, raspberry liqueur and hints of forest floor as well
as lavender. Complex, medium to full-bodied and supple with plenty of sweet tannin, it will be even better in several years and should drink
well for 15 years." Reviewed by Robert Parker. - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 93pts

46955

2010 Domaine de la Charbonniere Chateauneuf du Pape

$89.99

N/A

N/A

"The 2010 Chateauneuf du Pape is both a strong effort and a terrific value. Its dark ruby/purple color is followed by lots of loamy soil,
underbrush, forest floor, kirsch, licorice and roasted meat characteristics. Full-bodied and layered, the wine builds incrementally in the mouth
exhibiting considerable purity, length and texture. It should drink nicely for 10-15 years." -Robert Parker - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate 91pts

50833

2010 Chateau de Beaucastel Chateauneuf du Pape

$89.99

N/A

N/A

"Deep purple, with loads of bouquet garni, beef blood, blackberry, kirsch, smoke and truffle, this wine is full-bodied, rich and showing even
better than it did last year. I still think it needs 3-5 years of cellaring, and it should last for 25-30 years, as most of the top vintages of
Beaucastel do." -Robert Parker - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 95pts

45776

2010 Domaine de Beaurenard Chateauneuf du Pape

$39.99

N/A

N/A

"Provides a textbook display of the vintage's profile, with racy acidity leading the way, allowing the ripe blueberry, plum and blackberry fruit
flavors to course along while toasted spice and pastis notes fill in on the nicely grippy, saturated-but-fresh finish. A nice blue-chip for the
cellar." - Reviewed by: Wine Spectator - 93pts

35893

2009 Domaine du Vieux Telegraphe Chateauneuf du Pape La Crau

$79.99

N/A

"It is unquestionably one of the wines of the vintage. ...A deep ruby/plum color is followed by a big, sweet nose of boysenberries, raspberries,
licorice, nori seaweed wrap, black currants and earth. Full-bodied, with beautiful texture, purity, depth and power, the 2009 is a notch behind
the extraordinary 2007. It should drink well for 20+ years." 91-94 pts, reviewed by Robert Parker. - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 91 to
94pts

Some prices are only valid with Binny's Card * Selection varies by location * Shop early for best selection * Quantities are limited to stock on hand * No rain checks * All bottles 750mL unless otherwise stated
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46564

2009 Domaine Vieux Lazaret Chateauneuf du Pape

REG. PRICE

SALE PRICE

DISCOUNT %

$29.99

N/A

N/A

"Sexy, high-pitched aromas of raspberry preserves, blackberry, minerals and pungent flowers. Concentrated but not at all heavy; gently
sweet red and dark berry flavors show a seamless quality and are lifted by juicy acidity. Open-knit and suave, finishing with silky tannins and
good clarity." - Reviewed by: International Wine Cellar - 89 to 91pts

45227

2010 Bosquet des Papes Chateauneuf du Pape

$89.99

N/A

N/A

"The 2010 Chateauneuf du Pape Tradition was even better than when I tasted it last year prior to bottling. A wine of great intensity, it may be
the finest Tradition cuvee yet made at Bosquet des Papes. Its opaque purple color is accompanied by sumptuous notes of balsam wood,
roasted Provencal herbs/garrigue, sweet black raspberry and blackberry fruit and hints of truffles and lavender. This dense, full-bodied,
amazing Chateauneuf is one of the top values of the vintage." -Robert Parker - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 94pts

39286

2009 Domaine Charvin Chateauneuf du Pape

$69.99

N/A

N/A

"A great example of traditional Chateauneuf du Pape winemaking. A dense dark ruby color is followed by a sexy nose of raspberries, ground
pepper, spice box, damp earth, kirsch and dark currants. Full-bodied, complex, elegant and already irresistible as the tannins have
completely melted away, it can be drunk now and over the next 15+ years." Reviewed by Robert Parker. - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate
- 95pts

33675

2009 Domaine de Cristia Chateauneuf du Pape

$33.99

N/A

N/A

"This beauty is ideal for drinking over its first decade of life. The 2009 Chateauneuf du Pape exhibits plenty of forest floor, sweet kirsch
liqueur and raspberries, medium to full body, and a luxurious mouthfeel, with silky tannins and a long, heady finish." 90-92 points, reviewed
by Robert Parker. - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 90 to 92pts

45777

2010 Domaine de Cristia Chateauneuf du Pape

$39.99

N/A

N/A

"A very juicy, unctuous, fruit-driven style, with flattering plum, warm linzer torte and boysenberry fruit melded together and backed by lively
anise and sweet spice notes. There's a good sappy feel through the finish. For fans of the not-shy style." - Reviewed by: Wine Spectator 93pts

52352

2010 Domaine Jean Royer Chateauneuf du Pape Cuvee Tradition

$30.99

N/A

N/A

"Bright red. Raspberry, cherry and allspice on the sexy, highly perfumed nose. Offers an array of red fruit and floral pastille flavors that
become deeper with air, The floral quality comes back strong on the finish, which features fine-grained tannins and a lick of peppery spices."
- Reviewed by: International Wine Cellar - 92pts

38427

2009 Domaine de Cristia Chateauneuf du Pape Vieilles Vignes

$69.99

N/A

N/A

"A sensational effort, the 2009 Chateauneuf du Pape Vieilles Vignes was aged in 2- to 3-year-old barrels. Incredible aromas of roasted
Provencal herbs, licorice, truffles, kirsch and black raspberries jump from the glass of this dark ruby/purple-hued wine. Full-bodied and
voluptuous as well as extremely elegant and poised, the sweetness of the tannin and the wine’s unctuosity and viscosity are all
remarkable. This is a blockbuster, old vine Grenache to drink over the next 15+ years." Reviewed by Robert Parker. - Reviewed by: The
Wine Advocate - 95pts

39226

2009 Clos des Papes Chateauneuf du Pape

$125.00

N/A

N/A

"Gorgeous kirsch liqueur notes, raspberry jam, forest floor, spice box, new saddle leather and a peppery spiciness are all present in this
deep, voluptuously textured, open-knit Clos des Papes, which is atypically forward, luscious and approachable already. These wines often
need a good 5-10 years of cellaring in the more structured vintages, but the 2009 is gorgeous from the get-go. This full-bodied, deep,
concentrated wine has a deep purple color and should drink well for 20-25 years without ever really closing down." Reviewed by Robert
Parker. - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 95pts

45230

2010 Domaine Pierre Usseglio & Fils Chateauneuf du Pape

$44.99

N/A

"Classic black raspberry, black cherry, garrigue, and lavender notes hit the palate with considerable authority. The Syrah component provides
a slightly deeper purple hue to the color than is apparent in some other vintages. The extra level of concentration due to the tiny yields has
resulted in a full-bodied, rich wine with super purity. It is already accessible, and should keep for 10-15 years." -Robert Parker - Reviewed by:
The Wine Advocate - 93pts

Some prices are only valid with Binny's Card * Selection varies by location * Shop early for best selection * Quantities are limited to stock on hand * No rain checks * All bottles 750mL unless otherwise stated
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13151

2007 Domaine de Beaurenard Chateauneuf du Pape Boisrenard

REG. PRICE

SALE PRICE

DISCOUNT %

$150.00

N/A

N/A

"Ripe, with the lush crème de cassis and crushed plum fruit of the vintage, showing excellent focus and drive, with racy acidity and taut,
licorice-tinged structure. Turns flashy and exotic on the finish, with mulled blueberry, incense and fruitcake notes that are laid over
impressive, graphite-filled grip." - Reviewed by: Wine Spectator - 95pts

52545

2010 Domaine Marcoux Chateauneuf du Pape

$65.99

N/A

N/A

"It exhibits a deep ruby/purple color, stunning concentration and lots of raspberry, cassis, blueberry and acacia flower notes. With plenty of
glycerin, sweet tannin, a long, heady finish and 15%+ alcohol, it should evolve effortlessly for 15 or more years." - Reviewed by: The Wine
Advocate - 93pts

53476

2010 Domaine Grand Veneur Chateauneuf du Pape

$89.99

N/A

N/A

"The 2010 Chateauneuf du Pape (70% Grenache, 20% Syrah and 10% Mourvedre) is an opaque purple-colored beauty revealing lots of
creme de cassis, black raspberry, licorice and camphor notes. Sexy and full-throttle as well as supple and more evolved than many 2010
Chateauneufs, it can be enjoyed now and over the next 10-12 years." -Robert Parker - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 93pts

39055

2009 Clos du Mont Olivet Chateauneuf du Pape Cuvee du Papet

$59.99

N/A

N/A

"A gorgeously aromatic bouquet of dark fruits, kirsch, underbrush, raspberries, licorice, spice box and pepper soars from the glass of this
dark ruby/purple-tinged wine. Opulent and voluptuously textured with moderate tannins, and a broad, fleshy mouthfeel, it has 15 years of
evolution ahead of it. Nevertheless, it is very accessible and upfront now." Reviewed by Robert Parker. - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate 95pts

44631

2006 Guigal Chateauneuf du Pape

$22.99

N/A

N/A

45226

2010 Bosquet des Papes Chateauneuf du Pape

$39.99

N/A

N/A

"The 2010 Chateauneuf du Pape Tradition was even better than when I tasted it last year prior to bottling. A wine of great intensity, it may be
the finest Tradition cuvee yet made at Bosquet des Papes. Its opaque purple color is accompanied by sumptuous notes of balsam wood,
roasted Provencal herbs/garrigue, sweet black raspberry and blackberry fruit and hints of truffles and lavender. This dense, full-bodied,
amazing Chateauneuf is one of the top values of the vintage." -Robert Parker - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 94pts

282580

2005 Domaine du Vieux Telegraphe Chateauneuf du Pape La Crau

$165.00

N/A

N/A

"This is dense and chewy, but not tiring to drink, thanks to fresh acidity and an edgy, gravelly feel that drives the blackberry, currant and
sweet spice notes. The long finish has great briary grip, with notes of garrigue and hot stone checking in." - Reviewed by: Wine Spectator 95pts

49837

2010 Chapelle St Theodoric Chateauneuf du Pape La Guigasse

$59.99

N/A

N/A

"The most backward and meaty of this trio is the 2010 Chateauneuf du Pape La Guigasse. Another “locked and loaded,” potentially
legendary Chateauneuf du Pape from this lieu-dit, it possesses the highest level of tannins and more acidity than its siblings. Aromas of beef
blood, smoked meats, charcuterie, raspberries and black cherries soar from this full-bodied, superb effort. While nearly too exotic and kinky,
its length, richness, full-bodied mouthfeel and multidimensional personality result in a sensational Chateauneuf du Pape that I adored. Forget
it for 3-5 years and drink it over the following two decades." -Robert Parker - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 95pts

49836

2010 Chapelle St Theodoric Chateauneuf du Pape Les Sablons

$49.99

N/A

N/A

"The dark ruby/garnet-colored 2010 Chateauneuf du Pape Les Sablons reveals a powerful, intense bouquet of sweet kirsch liqueur
intermixed with pepper, raspberries, seaweed and loamy soil notes. Undeniably sexy, opulent and voluptuously textured with full body and no
hard edges, it is a glorious tour de force in old vine Grenache from sandy soils." -Robert Parker - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 94pts

39436

2009 Chapelle St Theodoric Chateauneuf du Pape La Guigasse

$69.99

N/A

N/A

"The 2009 Chateauneuf du Pape Guigasse exhibits a dark ruby color along with a distinctive nose of roast meat, kirsch, black raspberries,
lavender and licorice. Fuller-bodied, denser and firmer than Les Sablons, it represents a more virile, masculine style of wine." Reviewed by
Robert Parker. - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 92pts

282438

2003 Chateau de Beaucastel Chateauneuf du Pape Hommage A Jacques $395.00
Perrin

N/A

"The 2003 Beaucastel Chateauneuf du Pape Hommage a Jacques Perrin has turned out even better than I thought last year. Black purple to
the rim, with an extraordinary nose of smoke, camphor, blackberry, cassis, sweet cherry, white flowers, licorice, and Chinese black tea, the
wine has superb richness, huge tannins, massive concentration, and a monster finish." Reviewed by Robert Parker. - Reviewed by: The Wine
Advocate - 95pts

Some prices are only valid with Binny's Card * Selection varies by location * Shop early for best selection * Quantities are limited to stock on hand * No rain checks * All bottles 750mL unless otherwise stated
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45778

2010 Domaine de Cristia Chateauneuf du Pape

REG. PRICE

SALE PRICE

DISCOUNT %

$99.99

N/A

N/A

"A very juicy, unctuous, fruit-driven style, with flattering plum, warm linzer torte and boysenberry fruit melded together and backed by lively
anise and sweet spice notes. There's a good sappy feel through the finish. For fans of the not-shy style." -Robert Parker - Reviewed by: Wine
Spectator - 93pts

49839

2010 La Ferme du Mont Chateauneuf du Pape Vendange

$39.99

N/A

N/A

"The 2010 Chateauneuf du Pape Vendange reveals Vedeau's singular, elegant winemaking style. Similar to the 2007, the 2010 possesses
blueberry and raspberry notes intermixed with spring flowers, a medium to full-bodied mouthfeel, good acidity and a seamless integration of
all the component parts." -Robert Parker - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 93pts

61680

2005 Domaine du Pegau Chateauneuf du Pape Cuvee Reservee

$195.00

N/A

N/A

"Deep ruby. Seductive dark berry and kirsch aromas are complicated by musky garrigue, black olive and dark chocolate. Dense blackberry
and bitter cherry flavors stain the palate and develop a licorice character with air. Tightens up on the long, chewy finish, which is dominated
by tangy red berry fruit. This hugely concentrated wine deftly combines liveliness and power." - Reviewed by: International Wine Cellar 95pts

282440

2003 Chateau de Beaucastel Chateauneuf du Pape Hommage A Jacques $975.00
Perrin

N/A

N/A

"Black purple to the rim, with an extraordinary nose of smoke, camphor, blackberry, cassis, sweet cherry, white flowers, licorice, and Chinese
black tea, the wine has superb richness, huge tannins, massive concentration, and a monster finish." Reviewed by Robert Parker. Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 95pts

19915

2008 Chateau de Beaucastel Chateauneuf du Pape Blanc Vieilles Vignes $135.00

N/A

N/A

"More restrained than usual, with more minerality and acidity, which is in keeping with the vintage character. While still relatively exotic,
everything is more buttoned down. However, the overall impression is of a full-bodied, powerful, honeyed white wine with superb depth,
richness, and potential complexity. This beauty should be at its peak between 2010 and 2015." Reviewed by Robert Parker. - Reviewed by:
The Wine Advocate - 95pts

39437

2009 Chapelle St Theodoric Chateauneuf du Pape Le Grand Pin

$89.99

N/A

N/A

"This impressive, deep ruby-colored, broad wine offers oodles of kirsch liqueur, black raspberry, sweet herb and meat broth-like
characteristics, impressively sweet tannin, a full-bodied mouthfeel and stunning purity as well as length." Reviewed by Robert Parker. Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 95pts

46953

2010 Charbonniere Chateauneuf du Pape Vielles Vignes

$55.99

N/A

N/A

"A brilliant effort, the 2010 Chateauneuf du Pape Vieilles Vignes is velvety textured and full-bodied, offering hints of sandy, loamy soils,
licorice, kirsch and crushed rocks (minerality soars from the glass). Stunningly rich, layered and provocative, it is a classic wine of Provence.
This big, mouthfilling, chewy 2010 should drink well for 15-20+ years." -Robert Parker - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 95pts

49845

2009 Raymond Usseglio Chateauneuf du Pape Cuvee Imperiale

$69.99

N/A

N/A

"One of the top Chateauneuf du Papes of the vintage is the 2009 Chateauneuf du Pape Cuvee Imperiale-Vigne Centenaires (from
100-year-old vines planted in pure sand). A blend of 90% Grenache and the rest Syrah, Mourvedre, Cinsault, Counoise, and Muscardin (a
real field blend), this wine is close to rivaling their great 2007. Its stunning blue/purple color (remarkable for Grenache grown in sand) is
followed by a full-bodied wine revealing exquisite concentrated notes of incense, lavender, camphor, black cherries and black currant liqueur.
Tell-tale licorice and pepper characteristics are also present in this voluptuously textured, fleshy, full-bodied effort that is already drinkable.
One of the stars of the vintage, it is capable of lasting 15-20 years." - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 95pts

13150

2007 Domaine de Beaurenard Chateauneuf du Pape Boisrenard

$69.99

N/A

N/A

"Ripe, with the lush crème de cassis and crushed plum fruit of the vintage, showing excellent focus and drive, with racy acidity and taut,
licorice-tinged structure. Turns flashy and exotic on the finish, with mulled blueberry, incense and fruitcake notes that are laid over
impressive, graphite-filled grip." - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 95pts

53012

2009 Clos Saint Jean Chateauneuf du Pape Vieilles Vignes

$99.99

N/A

"This massive, sexy Chateauneuf offers tremendous notes of balsam wood, tobacco leaf, kirsch liqueur, bouquet garni and a beef blood-like
component. Rich and full-bodied with sweet tannin, and huge fruit, glycerin and density, this wine will also benefit from 2-3 years of cellaring,
and keep for 20-25 years." -Robert Parker - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 94pts

Some prices are only valid with Binny's Card * Selection varies by location * Shop early for best selection * Quantities are limited to stock on hand * No rain checks * All bottles 750mL unless otherwise stated
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13149

2007 Domaine de Beaurenard Chateauneuf du Pape

REG. PRICE

SALE PRICE

DISCOUNT %

$84.99

N/A

N/A

"Fresh and forward, with rounded texture and slightly jammy notes of plum, fig and blackberry fruit laid softly over a mineral streak. Open and
juicy through the finish, picking up blueberry and fruitcake hints that balance the forward fruit." - Reviewed by: Wine Spectator - 91pts

49844

2010 Raymond Usseglio Chateauneuf du Pape Cuvee Girard

$99.99

N/A

N/A

"The American importer produces a slightly different blend called Chateauneuf du Pape Cuvee Girard, and the 2009 and 2010 are essentially
identical in quality. The 2010 Chateauneuf du Pape Girard reveals slightly more meatiness and garrigue notes than the 2009, but the two
wines are similar in every other aspect. Full-bodied, rich and pure, it, like the 2009, will evolve over the next 10-15 years." -Robert Parker Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 90 to 92pts

54352

2007 Guigal Chateauneuf du Pape Rouge

$44.99

N/A

N/A

"One of the finest Chateauneufs made by Guigal, the 2007 Chateauneuf du Pape is a blend of 85% Grenache and the rest Syrah and
Mourvedre. Full-bodied with lots of kirsch, blackberry, raspberry, camphor and licorice, this is a classic example of both Chateauneuf du
Pape and Provencal viticulture. It is aged in both tank and foudre for 3-4 years prior to being released. Drink it over the next 20 years. It is
amazing that Guigal can consistently produce a wine of this majesty." -Robert Parker - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 93pts

15999

2005 Pierre Usseglio Chateauneuf du Pape Cuvee Mon Aieul

$215.00

N/A

N/A

"This wine always comes from the three best parcels of the estate – Les Serres, La Crau, and Guignasse. This hugely concentrated,
muscular wine is very powerful, excruciatingly tannic at present, but super-rich. Yields were a low 22 hectoliters per hectare because of the
drought, and this blockbuster, muscular, virile style of wine needs at least 5-6 years of bottle age and should keep for two-plus decades. It is
certainly a terrific Mon Aieul, but for those who are very patient." Reviewed by Robert Parker. - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 94pts

282321

2005 Domaine Pegau Chateauneuf du Pape

$115.00

N/A

N/A

"Seductive dark berry and kirsch aromas are complicated by musky garrigue, black olive and dark chocolate. Dense blackberry and bitter
cherry flavors stain the palate and develop a licorice character with air. Tightens up on the long, chewy finish, which is dominated by tangy
red berry fruit. This hugely concentrated wine deftly combines liveliness and power." - Reviewed by: International Wine Cellar - 95pts

33671

2009 Domaine de la Mordoree Chateauneuf du Pape Cuvee de la Reine des
$69.99
Bois

N/A

N/A

"Among the most concentrated Chateauneufs of the vintage, it boasts a dense ruby/purple color as well as copious aromas of blueberries,
blackberries, melted licorice and spring flowers. This full-bodied offering reveals rich, pure fruit notes, a multidimensional mouthfeel and
extraordinary elegance and freshness. It is a tour de force achievement that requires 2-4 years of bottle age; it should last for 15-20+ years.
Bravo!" 93-96 points, reviewed by Robert Parker. - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 93 to 96pts

15218

2006 Domaine du Vieux Telegraphe Chateauneuf du Pape La Crau

$125.00

N/A

N/A

"A very grippy style, with lots of sweet tapenade, tobacco, hot stone and braised chestnut notes weaving through a core of dark currant and
fig fruit. There's a nice twinge of lavender on the structured finish." - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 93pts

23422

2006 Chateau Rayas Chateauneuf du Pape Blanc

$125.00

N/A

N/A

"The stunning 2006 Rayas Chateauneuf du Pape Blanc possesses aromas of acacia flowers, honeysuckle, melon, quince, and orange
marmalade. Amazingly, this brilliant example of white Chateauneuf du Pape should last for 10-20 years." Reviewed by Robert Parker. Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 92pts

49699

2010 Clos St Jean Chateauneuf du Pape Vieilles Vignes

$44.99

N/A

N/A

"The 2010 Chateauneuf du Pape Vieilles Vignes, which is only available in the United States, is fashioned from Grenache vines planted in
1905, and is aged in both tank and small barrels. It exhibits a dense ruby/purple hue along with notes of licorice, kirsch liqueur, earth, truffles,
forest floor, underbrush, raspberry, licorice and graphite. Full-bodied, powerful and rich, it should age effortlessly for 15-20 years." -Robert
Parker - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 95pts

55265

2006 Chateau de Beaucastel Chateauneuf du Pape

$475.00

N/A

Some prices are only valid with Binny's Card * Selection varies by location * Shop early for best selection * Quantities are limited to stock on hand * No rain checks * All bottles 750mL unless otherwise stated

N/A

